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Abstrat
What matter most in team
software development is
ommuniation
Kent Bek
Communiation is a fundamental value of software development teams,
espeially in Open Soure (OS) ommunities. An OS ommunity, in fat, is
a quite omplex network of individuals having dierent roles and responsi-
bilities, who an be looked upon as volunteers who spend their time reating
and improving software. These people taking part in OS Software develop-
ment use to share knowledge among themselves, exhange information and
reate a ollaborative environment.
To oordinate and improve ommuniation of these teams dis-loated all over
the world and used to work at dierent times and ways, it is neessary to
predispose and utilize spei tools.
This researh study was born with the proposal to individuate and evaluate
ommuniation among members of OS ommunities analysing dierent de-
velopment teams.
The starting point is an aademi software development projet: Metodolo-
gie Agili Distribuite (Agile Distributed Methodologies, MAD) projet. This
ase study, performed at University of Cagliari, was made up of two well de-
ned software development phases. The rst one performed within an almost
pure XP o-loated environment, the seond one involving a 20-programmers
distributed team. The main goal of this experiene was to show how a pure
XP approah evolves while passing from a o-loated to a distributed team,
VI
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doing a quantitative evaluation of the adoption of some agile praties in an
open soure projet.
The fous was then moved in an enterprise environment with Polaris4OS re-
searh study. It was a suessful experiene of FLOSS adoption among hief
exeutive oers (CEOs), managers and developers of ICT ompanies. The
goal of this projet was to ll the gap between well established proprietary
enterprise proesses and the upoming FLOSS model, based on ollaboration
and knowledge sharing.
After this interesting beginning, the researh was performed in a large sale:
some of the most suessful Open Soure Projets on SoureForge website.
The aim of the researh was to investigate how and why members post in
developers mailing list and the use that dierent members did of these mail-
ing lists. These OS ommunities were studied in order to identify their main
ommuniational praties. There were analyzed data onerning ommuni-
ation (mails exhange), nding interesting aspets related to ollaborative
learning and peer support among developers and users.
One disovered these relevant ommuniational aspets, Soial Network
Analysis approah was utilized to analyze these popular and mature OS
developers ommunities, in order to better understand interation among
members, individuate ommuniational ows and disover whether there is
a sub-sequential ommunity oordination and ontrol. The knowledge of
these relationships is useful in order to better understand how ommunia-
tion ows among team members and whether there is someone oordinating,
ontrolling and failitating informational proess.
Finding these important ommuniational aspets is the ore of this study,
beause they are very useful to improve, failitate and inrease the eieny
of software development. In that manner, basing on these dierent and
artiulated experimental researhes, it is also possible to draw a lear and
omplete piture of the urrent situation of ommuniational ows in OS
ommunities.
Chapter 1
Communiation in Software
Development Teams
One annot not ommuniate
Paul Watzlawih
1.1 Communiating in a team
Sometimes the nature of a task determines the neessity to work in a
team. It an be an intriguing hallenge trying to keep together the dierent
skills, apabilities and needs of all team members. Steiner [1℄, for example,
in his studies examined a relevant number of teams fored to work in group
to attain a spei goal. He found that, inspite of an initial relutane, after
the eient ahievement of that task, team members preferred to ontinue to
work together only in ase of similar kinds of tasks and after a positive result.
In that manner a team an also deide to hange its internal organization,
to better ope with a partiular task. To similar results arrived Triplett
[2℄ observing athleti performanes; he notied that ylists pedalled more
quikly when they were in group, instead of whether they were alone. But
working in a group is not always easy. It an be diult nding an univoal
solution or, better, a right solution. Thomas and Fink [3℄, in fat, found
that working in a team always involves agreement searhing, also in ase of
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wrong solutions. Some authors [4℄ disovered how was possible to beome
team leader. In fat, they notied that, sine the beginning of a task, group
members used to interat more often with some better informed or proative
members on task solution. Gradually these members beome team leader,
playing a fundamental role, beause of their entral position inside the team.
So it is diult drawing a general denition of team working inluding all the
important aspets, but an eetive approah ould be always onentrating
the attention on the kinds of task and the spei team. But it ould also
be useful to remember that "the hampion team defeats hampions' team".
1.2 Dierent kinds of software development teams
Software development is an artiulated proess where is important to
follow some spei ativities:
• System requirements speify what the system has to do and its
bonds
• Development is software implementation
• Validation is ontrolling that the system is able to do what the us-
tomer needs
• Evolution is modifying the system beause of further needs with re-
spet to the initial requirements
Models suited to desribe software development proess are based on
several aspets suh as main ativities, temporal and logi relationships,
produed manufatures and roles.
Partiularly two fundamental models are very useful for a omplete desrip-
tion of the whole development proess: Plan Driven and Agile. As the name
suggests, Plan Driven approah follows a thorough planning, trying to an-
tiipate all the possible needs and further features. Instead, Agile approah
is based on short interations and ontinuous adaptation; in fat, their saying
is " do it right the rst time". It is possible to desribe these two dierent
approah based on:
• Ativity performed either by the whole team or a single member and
the relationships among them
• Notation models to desribe spei aspets of the system
• Douments, ode and all other materials
• People's roles
• Praties and adopted method
It is not possible to talk about an univoal software development model
beause reating a software produt is not like building a house. In a software
development proess, therefore, it is better to take into aount dierent
phases in order to develop, in a ontrolled way, quality systems. In fat, these
phases are a benhmark for all the involved partners (developers, managers,
ustomers...); phases are not xed beause every kind of projet needs its
spei ones. They are not neessarily done in order, so it is possible to
nullify them and re-start. So, at the start up phase of a software development
proess, it ould be useful to keep in mind these reommended phases:
• Feasibility study onsists in problem denition, trying to nd alter-
native solutions and their relative advantages, taking into aount, for
eah alternative, required resoures and osts. Eventually the proposal
for the lient is prepared based on a syntheti and preliminary evalu-
ation; it is syntheti beause there is the risk that the lient hanges
his mind and retreats
• Requirements eliitation identies requirements neessary for the
appliation (funtionalities, usability, portability...). In this phase are
important funtional requirements (they desribe what the system does,
with formal, informal and mixed notations), non funtional require-
ments (reliability, seurity, interfae and eieny) and requirements
related to development proess and evolution (ontrolling quality and
testing). Requirements an be expressed by the requirements dou-
ment, use ases, user stories, formal speiation methods and lan-
guages. This is a ontinuous proess and it is better to involve always
the lient
• System analysis, also named requirements analysis, is useful for de-
velopers to have a omplete knowledge of the domain and to avoid
ambiguity in requirements expression. It is an important proess that
has to be done with lient involvement; it utilizes spei tehniques
and notations, it is brought about the detailed ontratual denition
of the system and is the base for the design, oding and testing
• Design denes system arhiteture by sharing out the system in mod-
ules and desribing relationships among them. Design and oding are
related: they are always performed in a yli way
• Coding produes a system desription available and exeutable by
omputer, utilizes dierent environment and development languages
(IDE). It is important to remember that the ode produes value for
the ustomer
• Testing veries the orretness of developed modules by unit tests
(whih verify the funtioning of eah system omponents), funtional
tests (whih verify the funtioning of the whole system simulating a-
esses), aeptane tests speied by the lient
• Evolution onsists in system maintenane (orretive, adaptive and
perfetive)
This short desription of main software development proess phases it is
useful to understand that it is absolutely neessary a well organized model
to perform all the ativities and to produe a good-quality software.
For this study it is interesting to keep in mind two main models onerning
software life yle:
• Waterfall appearead in literature in the '50s but had a large diusion
sine '70s. It is the traditional software development model where a
phase starts when the previous one ends. There are spei respon-
sibilities for eah artifat, roles are predened and ommuniation is
based on douments exhange.
This proess is quite formal and strongly predetermined, so modifying
the system in an advaned development phase would be too expensive:
waterfall's saying is "do it better sine the rst time".
Waterfall is often ritiized beause of its strit division in phases; in
that manner it is hard and expensive reeiving new requirements, but
it an be very useful when requirements are omprehensible and well
established sine the beginning
Figure 1.1: Waterfall model
• Agile methodologies (AM) onsist in a partiular approah to soft-
ware development. A good way to desrribe AM is by omparing them
with traditional software development models; in fat, AM are adap-
tive and not preditive, oriented toward the people and not toward
the proess, kept simple to be able to quikly reat, inremental and
interative with very short iterations, based on testing and not on
projet analysis, requirements are verbal, developers play interhange-
able roles, analysis and projet are done in an informal way and not
utilizing formal diagrams, the doumentation is maintained minimal
apart from the ode, team members share important values.
All these aspets suggest that the proess is very simple but it must
be done with strong disipline. There are dierent approahes within
AM; they depend on the nal goal, team resoures and needs:
 SCRUM is suited for small o-loated teams
 Extreme Programming (XP) is the most ommon
 Adaptive Software Development (ASD) replaes the tradi-
tional waterfall yle with a repeating series of speulative, ol-
laborative, and learn yles
 Agile Projet Management (APM) is a spei framework
broken down into ve phases
 Crystal Methods are suited for small o-loated teams working
on not life-ritial systems
 Lean Software Development is summarized by seven prini-
ples to follow aording to setting and resoures
 Feature Driven Development (FDD) onsists in a mass of
industry-reognized and lient-valued best praties entred on
funtionality
 Dynami Systems Development Method (DSDM) is a frame-
work utilizing ontinuous user involvement in an iterative devel-
opment and inremental approah
Agile Manifesto [5℄ is a doument written by many authors personally
involved in Agile methodologies improvement; they named themselves
Agile Alliane to underline their groupthink aspet and their indepen-
dent thought.
Agile Alliane xed some relevant values to better explain their aim:
 Individuals and interations over proesses and tools
 Working software over omprehensive doumentation
 Customer ollaboration over ontrat negotiation
 Responding to hange over following a plan
The whole team of authors was moved by some spei ideas and main
themes, as the right way to approah to Agile methodologies in general,
how to involve and take always into aount ustomer's opinion, adapt-
ing software development to new requirements, releasing frequently
software, involving dierent skilled people in the development proess,
preferring fae-to-fae ommuniation, promoting self-organized team,
meeting at regular intervals... It is interesting to underline that this
guidelines emerge from the ondivision of the experiene of eah of
the seventeen authors involved in Agile Manifesto writing beause, as
they asserted: "A set of values based on trust and respet for eah
other and promoting organizational models based on people, ollabora-
tion, and building the types of organizational ommunities in whih we
would want to work".
1.3 Dis-loated versus o-loated team: how om-
muniating
In this short desription about software development approahes and
methodologies it is evident that ommuniation plays a fundamental role at
all levels: among developers, among the development team, among develop-
ers and users... As the piture above suggests. In fat, development phases
are various as far as partiipating roles too.
Figure 1.2: Communiation in software development teams
Watzlawik [6℄ asserted that "one annot not ommuniate" but it is
lear that sometimes ommuniating ould be very diult; in fat, talking
about software development teams, Bek [7℄ said "What matters most in
software development is ommuniation", underlining the diulty to nd
an appropriate way to share skills and knowledge that allow an eetive and
eient software development proess. At the same time there are some
peuliar teams (as Open Soure ommunities) whih work in a dis-loated
manner and have to adapt the "traditional" ways to ommuniate to their
displaement. So, although every approah to software development has its
peuliar ways to ommuniate (formal versus informal or both), ommunia-
tion depends also on employed tools and, obviously, it will be very dierent
in a o-loated development with respet to a dis-loated one.
Traditional software development teams are disposed only to formal ommu-
niation: eah ommuniational exhange has to be doumented, eah phase
has its own written and established doumentation, meetings have to be
planned in advane.... It is lear that, beause of this peuliar organization,
these traditional teams ould not work in a dis-loated manner, in fat, it is
very diult nding appropriate tools to keep a formal ommuniation at a
distane.
Instead, AM prefer informal ways of ommuniating beause they are more
agile and friendly. So fae-to-fae ommuniation in these teams is the best
as far as informal meeting (like stand-up-meeting) in ase it is neessary to
inform and make a deision for the whole team. In AM ambit there are
some teams working in a dis-loated manner (for Open Soure see Chap. 2).
They prefer their proper ommuniational methods mediated by e-mail ex-
hange, instant messaging, informal meeting, hat, forum, mailing list and
wiki. Sometimes this methods replae the ones in presene, for example team
members ommuniating in a forum do as if they are sharing the same plae
(the sitting together of eXtreme Programming).
This is helpful to understand that ommuniational strategies are very im-
portant in a software development team and sometimes, as MLuhan [8℄
asserted in his famous studies about human interation, the good or bad
utilization of a ommuniational tool an inuene team performane.
Chapter 2
Open Soure Communities
We did not all our software
'free software'
Rihard Stallman
2.1 An important phenomenon
A book is dened lassial assuming that it talks about universal matters
and questions with whih the man has always, sine the beginning of life,
had troubles. Just so, everyone thinks to have these kind of books in his
library. It is the same when we talk about Open Soure (OS) ommunities;
the lassial artile, a milestone, in that ase is "The Cathedral and the
Bazaar" by Raymond [9℄. He starts omparing two dierent development
styles: athedral model versus bazaar model, in other words ommerial ver-
sus OS world.
His aim was to understand the dierenes between the two approahes and
whether the huge suess of OS projets was based on moral motivations or
not. He starts from the assumption that important software needs to be built
in a serious and well planned way, as handrafts did for Gothi athedrals.
The omparison between software oding and the building of a athedral is
perfet beause, in that manner, Raymond underlines not only all the a-
urate planning and the detailed organization standing behind groin arhs,
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but also the same way of working in a software house. He emphasizes the
fat that, at the rst glane, an OS team ould be seen as "a great babbling
bazaar" but, by studying its praties and proesses, it is evident that a fun-
damental and entral role is played by the ommunity and the orresponding
sense of belonging. In fat, he found that these partiular kinds of ommuni-
ties are not moved by moral motivations (as self-help group or humanitarian
organizations, for example) but they gain power from a plurality of people
involved in the proess. This sense of belonging and ooperation at all levels
permits to take advantage of various and enormous dierent skills, as well as
everyone's proposals and suggestions; so it is as if a huge team is working at
the same projet and everyone's opinion and "ways of stressing the program"
is requested to develop an exellent software.
This short introdution is appropriate to start to understand the vast OS
phenomenon but some historial speiations will be better explain it.
2.1.1 The beginning
At the beginning of Computer Age there was a quite dierent senario in
Computer Siene respet nowadays; in fat, there were no dierenes among
hardware and software, among users and developers, and using a omputer
was a sort of seret pratie exerised in a mysterious way by very few people.
The rst revolution in this ambit was produed by the fall of hardware pries:
immediately appeared the neessity of new roles and skills.
This was only the starting point of a wide diusion of omputers and the huge
inreasing of the related industry. And, as Weber [10℄ asserts, "Suddenly
the arane subjets of operating systems and soure ode had moved from
the tehnial journals to the front page of The New York Times. And open
soure beame a kind of moderm day Rorshah test for the Internet-enabled
soiety".
OS is a kind of software development model with a partiular liene; in
fat, an interesting way to analyse software produts onsists in omparing
their lienes and distribution, in other words soure ode availability and
ost. Based on this denition there are four most diused kinds of software
lienses:
• Commerial is the proprietary software; soure ode is not available
• Shareware is often free distributed in a version with some limita-
tions and then released only after liense payment; soure ode is not
available
• Freeware is similar to shareware liene, but without its limitations;
soure ode is not available
• Open Soure Software (OSS): an be downloaded from a website
and soure ode is available, permitting modiations and improve-
ments. There are several OSS lienses diering for some peuliar har-
ateristis like,for example, ommerial utilization.
2.1.2 OSS between ethi and tehnology
As asserted in Par. 2.1.1, the revolution of OSS onsists in the great
opportunity of modifying the ode. In fat a person ould deide his own
role in software development: he an simply download the software from its
website and utilize it, aording to his proper task; then disovering that it
is laking a partiular feature and deiding to signal it or personally writing
the orrespondant ode, it ould also happen to disover a malfuntioning
in the system and signal it...
Linus Torvalds's [11℄ words ould be ertainly useful to better understand
this: "This is a program for hakers by a haker. I have enjoyed doing it, and
somebody might enjoy looking at it and even modifying it for their own needs.
It is still small enough to understand, use and modify, and I am looking for-
ward to any omments you might have. I am also interested in hearing from
anybody who has written any of the utilities library funtions for minix. If
your eorts are freely distributable (under opyright or even publi domain),
I would like to hear from you, so I an add them to the system".
One Raymond [9℄ has oined the term Open Soure dierent abbrevia-
tions started to appear for dening this methodology: Free Software, Shared
Soure and FLOSS, probably the most ommon. It stands for Free Libre
Open Soure Software and it is probably preferred beause unies its double
nature: both ethial and tehnologial.
2.2 Communiation in Open Soure ommunities
Team work is dened by dierent fators: team size, member skills, mem-
ber roles, interations and ommuniation.
As far as ommuniation is onerned, some researh studies [12℄ have found
that team members involvement and performane depend also on the in-
formation provided about what it is asked to do. In some teams, as XP
for example, the importane of ommuniation is self-evident and it is well-
known that it an widely hange in aordane with team displaement; in
fat, ommuniation is maximized in o-loated teams but, sometimes, a
team has to work in a disloated manner, as in OS teams [13℄ [14℄.
Communiation in OS ommunities grows up around ode sharing: members
partiipate in the same software development projet to improve the released
produt. To ahieve this many praties are adopted, as information sharing,
ative partiipation in ommunity life, bug reporting, informing other mem-
bers about whih new releases are essential for the suess of the projet.
As the ode is open, ommuniation needs to be failitated. Team members
may often be dispersed worldwide, thus it is essential being able to readily
ommuniate with one another.
In OS ommunities eah involved person plays an important role, also onsid-
ering that ommunity members are basially volunteers, eah aomplishing
a dierent task.
2.2.1 Struture and roles
Eah OS projet is dierent and has its own peuliarities; in fat, open
approah to development allows everyone to organize his own work as he
prefers.
On the other hand, ertain groups of people are always part of a ommunity,
onstituting the base around whih the projet grows up:
• Users use the software but do not atually partiipate in its develop-
ment. Some of them take part in the ommunity by posting questions
to the projet forum or to the mailing list
• Advaned Users are able to understand the ode and modify it a-
ording to their needs; they maintain a lose relationship with devel-
opers using the proper ommuniational tools
• Bug Fixers are mainly users who detet and report any kind of errors
or bugs in the software
• Developers write the ode and are the main soure of knowledge for
other people in the ommunity. In most ommunities, developers do
not have the same responsibilities and authority, beause some of them
have been working on the projet sine the outset; they are alled ore
developers, and have aess to the soure ode repository (they an
ommit the ode)
• Managers are often projet founders, as early developers beome man-
agers as the projet grows in size and importane; they are responsible
for organizational aspets, like release management and developers'
work oordination.
2.2.2 Communiation in OS: value and tools
In an online ommunity, interation among members enables them to
learn through knowledge sharing, as Agile Manifesto [5℄ delares "Individu-
als and interations over proesses and tools" and "Customer ollaboration
over ontrat negotiation".
OS ommunities are a partiular kind of online ommunity, where developers
disuss the problems they enounter in implementing a partiular feature or
xing a nasty bug, and the users ask advie on how to solve any diulties
they ome aross when using the software, or alert the other members about
errors and bugs. In the latter ase, there are dierent tools for failitating
on line ommuniation suh as hats, instant messenger, forum, wiki and
mailing lists.
A further tool is also often used: the developers mailing list. It is used like
a (virtual) spae in whih developers an exhange ideas and share informa-
tion about projet development. In fat, knowledge sharing and free aess
to information are a fundamental issue for the development and the growth
of these ommunities.
OSS an be viewed as the result of knowledge sharing among people taking
part in a development ommunity. In this sense, an OS ommunity may
appear quite similar to a development team working in a ommerial soft-
ware house, but the main dierene lies in the fat that users also atively
partiipate in the ommunity: OS philosophy is based on ode sharing and
improvement, so eah pratie whih an help to ahieve this goal is welome.
Every OS ommunity is organized around its partiular virtual spae often
onsisting of a disussion forum, a wiki and several other tools to failitate
ommuniation among team members; these tools are important instruments
to keep together the ommunity and help the projet to reah suess.
2.3 State of the art
Apart from an enormous number of researhes about tehnologial as-
pets in OS ommunities, there is also a proli strand onerning their
ommuniation. In fat, understanding ommuniational proess is a good
method to try to improve eieny, produtivity, ohesion and mind-group
of this partiular kind of teams.
A short synthesis of some of these works is helpful in drawing the atual
senario of OS ommunities.
It is known that the ommunity is the fundamental unit around whih the
team grows up; motivation is one of these growing fators as Ye and all un-
derlined [15℄ studying the importane of motivation for partiipating in OS
ommunities and for beoming part of a suessful OSS projets Basing on
peripheral partiipation theory of Lave and Wenger [16℄ they found that in
these ommunities learning proess exerises a prominent role, thanks to the
o-evolution between software development and peripheral partiipation to
ommuniation. In fat, for ommunity members it is neessary ommuniat-
ing eah day, improving their level of knowledge on the development proess
and the relationships among themselves; in that manner "users turned de-
velopers, forming a ommunity of pratie", and role transformation has just
started. Peripheral members spend their soial and psyhologial support to
motivate all the team, and they an be onsidered as the audiene at theatre:
with lapping they support ators.
The same authors found [17℄ that peripheral members an improve their
role beoming "soures of the evolution of the system", thanks to appropri-
ate ontributions, and entral members "have a larger radius of inuene".
This an be easy explained with two philosophial onepts: ontogenesis and
phylogeny. In fat, naive members started to partiipate at OSS ommunity
to solve their problems related to software utilization and, one understood
how the system works, "knowing in ation" [18℄ they reah a more entral
position. There is a o-evolution proess: the naive members beame skilled
and entral members of a ommunity, whih is well organized thanks to the
ontribution of its members (that at the starting point were naive mem-
bers...).
Ragab et al. oupied also of members partiipation in a study on mem-
bers proativity among the ommunity [19℄. They analyzed ommunities
as networks, nding that eah ator is part of a deision proess to "join-
leave the ommunity network by reating-destroying its logial links with its
neighbor's members based on its user's preferenes". Eah member's ontri-
bution plays a bilateral role, improving both the development proess and
ommuniational eay, and sub-sequentially improving satisfation of the
whole team. In fat, the network performed by members allows to quikly
pass information only one among the ommunity, avoiding redundanies,
dereasing the tra among nodes and improving members' satisfation.
Other studies [20℄ analyze ommuniation ow in spei OSS ommuni-
ties: every message posted in a disussion plae (spei web page, forum,
wiki..) is onsidered an artifat; in fat, these messages (or e-mails) are
helpful to oordinate projet-spei development ativities, negotiate and
revise relations, emerging as "boundary objets" [21℄ that allow to express
software requirements and design. Sahi [22℄ denes this proess "software
informalism" beause these spei virtual tools let roles and their dynamis
(authority, expertise, ollaboration, leadership, ontrol, onit) to emerge,
and failitate ommuniation among all the team, in spite of its dis-loation
all over the world.
The same studies found also that OSS an be interpreted also as a ommunity
"whih opens the door to aess" to a vast set of people whose ontributions
and disussion modify its own infrastruture, allowing a better tehnial and
soial development. In fat, members ollaborate utilizing spei tools, nd-
ing bugs, requesting software features, writing ode, partiipating to mailing
list, forums and newsletter, antiipating and solving questions and troubles.
All these issues explain the good organization of these ommunities that are
tidily oordinated by the leadership (in these ommunities the leader is al-
ways a developer, a module maintainer or a release manager): the only role
formalized here.
In general, leadership emerges in two ways: in the eld, giving tehnial and
soial support to others, implementing new ideas, managing projet issues, or
aepting the nomination done by others: "to be ertain, though, roles do not
imply authority, but instead responsibility. Authority in the Netbeans om-
munity is based more so on reputation and respet. This authority ontrols
manpower (what tasks get done), ommunity infrastruture (how members
interat), information availability and transpareny, and representation in
(and transpareny of) deision-making".
Communiational and oordination aspets, as leadership [23℄ and ohesion
[24℄, are widely studied in OSS ommunities beause they are extremely
important to build a good and ollaborative team with a strong sense of
belonging. In general sharing the ode allows to share also resoures, to
learn new tehniques, develop new skills and solve problems improving team
ohesion and its later eieny, thanks to "a sense of ommon knowledge".
This ohesion and widespread ommuniation allow to ope with problems
in a spei (virtual) plae where all the members an and are enouraged
to partiipate, inreasing "individual responsibility and self-worth regarding
projet ativity".
Chapter 3
MAD Projet
Sine now the disussion was in-entered on the importane of ommu-
niation in software development teams. In fat, as previously asserted,
knowing ommuniational aspets is helpful to get better software develop-
ment proess.
The word model omes from the Latin modulus, whih indiates the model of
a building made by arhitets to demonstrate to the ommitment the future
work: something small standing for something bigger.
A model an also be built in a metaphorial manner, as this thesis onern-
ing OSS ommunities would like to be. In fat, before passing to a researh
study on large sale (see Chap. 5 and Chap. 7) it was onsidered better to a-
urately follow two software development projets: the rst aademi (using
eXtreme Programming) and the seond industrial (adopting OSS approah).
These proesses were followed sine the beginning to have a omplete paramount
of all kinds of ommuniation happening among members and to investigate
what level of agility an be brought in a distributed ontext.
In this hapter is disussed the aademi ase namedMAD(Agile Distributed
Methodologies) and in the following (see Chap. 4) the industrial one.
3.1 Ation researh
It was previously asserted that this work is in-entered on ommuniation
in software development teams, so to reah this goal there were involved
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dierent skilled people, playing also unusual roles, as a psyhologist.
In this researh also the psyhologist plays a fundamental role in fat, sine
the starting phase of the projet, she shared the spae with other partiipants
performing an ation researh.
This interesting tehnique was formalized by Kurt Lewin [25℄ in 40's, after
the Seond World War. In fat, USA government asked to him to persuade
Amerian families to onsume also less preious piees of meat, as oal, to
try to solve nanial reession.
Lewin performed a spei experiment with the aim to understand whih
ould be the best strategy to hange food-behaviour. Then he disovered
that target diret observation and its involvement, in this ase housewives,
give immediately and lasting results (after the experiment 32% of housewives
started to ook oal).
Lewin dened his approah as "a omparative researh on the onditions and
eets of various forms of soial ation and researh leading to soial ation"
and "a spiral of steps, eah of whih is omposed of a irle of planning,
ation, and fat-nding about the result of the ation".
One formalized, this approah was adopted in every situation in whih it
was important the understanding of human behaviour to try to solve spei
problems, adopt new solutions and improve eieny, as the psyhologist
involved in these researhes (see Chap. 3 and Chap. 4) did.
3.2 Using extreme programming in a distributed
team
Agile Methodologies (AM) have been proposed as a solution to problems
resulting from the turbulent business and tehnology environment faed by
organizations engaged in software development and have been largely and
suessful applied in order to improve quality and to respond to fast require-
ment hanges. AM embrae ommuniation as a main value, as stated by the
Agile Manifesto [5℄ "Individuals and Interations over Proesses and Tools".
Extreme Programming (XP), for example, supports ommuniation embra-
ing spei praties, suh as o-loated team within open spaes, fae-to-
fae interation among team members, diret interation with the ustomer,
pair programming and informative workspae. This leads to assert that an
agile approah is inompatible with distributed environments where fae-to-
fae ommuniation is inevitably ompromised.
On the other hand, nowadays distributed development models give rise to
great interest. For example, in order to redue osts and improve time to
market, many ompanies have turned to o-shoring and outsouring, whih
imply a strong distributed organization. Another suessful and always
more largely applied distributed model is OS. The great suess of many
OS projets developed by free ommunity of developers (see Linux, Apahe,
KDE, Gnome, et.) has attrated the attention of many industrial rms,
whih have adopted the OS proess as a business model (see IBM for Linux,
the Elipse Consortium, et.).
Despite the inompatibility, some ompanies have started trying to merge
AM and distributed development, in order to preserve as more as possible
the advantages deriving from the two approahes [26℄ [27℄ [28℄ [29℄.
3.3 Projet desription
The main goal of this study is to investigate how the Agile Methodologies
(AM), with a speial fous on XP, an be applied in a distributed environ-
ment and understand what level of XP praties adoption an be applied in
suh a ontext. In order to reah this goal it was established an aademi ase
study. More preisely, in this work it is desribed an experiene, performed
at the University of Cagliari, in using XP within a distributed ontext. It
will seek to demonstrate trough empirial evidene that XP values an be
supported by multi-site team and it will present how to redesign some XP
praties in order to t the needs of a software distributed team.
The projet onsists of two well dened phases, the rst one onsisting of
the development of a kernel set of funtionalities and the seond one of a
set of add-on funtionalities to be plugged on the kernel. The development
of the appliation kernel has been performed by the ore team, within an
almost pure XP o-loated environment. Rather, the seond phase involves
the 20 programmers distributed team. The main goal of this experiene is to
understand how the pure XP approah evolves while passing from the rst
to the seond phase. It will seek to investigate how the values and praties
of XP must be modied, removed or tool-supported as the rst o-loated
team beomes dis-loated.
3.3.1 Training
The rst phase was important to homogenize knowledge and skills, so
team members whom need (almost students) spent three months learning
the fundamental information about ode writing, programming language,
XP approah in order to be able to partiipate at development proess.
3.3.2 People and roles
The ase study onsists of the development of an information, ontent
and servie management portal appliation for the University of Cagliari.
The projet involves 34 dierently skilled people from dierent bakgrounds.
More preisely, the team is made up of 14 ore members working as a o-
loated group, and 20 undergraduate disloated students working indepen-
dently from the ore team. Among the ore members there are two PhDs,
one of them playing the role of proxy ustomer for the teaher and adminis-
trative sides, six PhD students and six undergraduate students, one of them
playing the role of proxy ustomer for the student side. Also, the ore team
is supported by the work of a psyhologist partiipating observant, who plays
a role not ontemplated by the XP methodology. She was alled by others
"The Spy". The Spy helps team to understand the dynamis of human in-
teration, in order to improve the quality of ommuniation and the sense
of team partnership. Eah ore team member plays a spei XP role (See
Table 3.1).
3.3.3 Co-loated development and XP praties
This rst phase went on two months, it is made up of seven iterations and
it is going to explain in more details how the most important XP praties
were adopted during kernel development.
The XP methodology is based on a set of ve values and a set of praties
Bakground XP Role
Ph.D. Proxy Customer (Teaher and Administrative Sides), Coah
Ph.D. Student Traker, Tester, Developers (4)
Undergraduate Student Proxy Customer (Student Sides), Developers (5)
Psyhologist The Spy
Table 3.1: Core Team
to be applied in order to make those values expliit [7℄, [30℄. This setion
desribes the kernel development, explaining whih XP praties have been
adopted by the ore team in order to reate a ommunity that embraes XP
values.
• Communiation among team members must be maximized. Among
ore members there is a strong emphasis on diret ommuniation re-
ating a sense of team and eetive ooperation. The ore members ap-
ply some XP praties, suh as Sit Together, Informative Workspae,
Pair Programming, Stories, Weekly Cyle, in order to improve om-
muniation
• Simpliity onsists to do the simplest thing that ould possibly work.
In the kernel development many XP praties suh as Weekly Cyle,
Stories, Testing and Emerging Design from Coding and Refatoring
are applied in order to help development team to do the simplest thing
• Feedbak at dierent time-sale. Weekly Cyle, Pair Programming,
Stand Up Meeting, Real Customer Involvement, Testing allow pro-
grammers to obtain ontinuous feedbak on their work
• Courage onsists in not to have fear. All methodologies and proesses
are tools to handle and redue the teams' fears. In order to reah
this goal the ore team is supported by the following praties: Pair
Programming, Testing, Simple Design and Refatoring
• Respet onsists in not to have King and Queen. The ore team
applies Sit Together and Shared Code that help team-members to be
respetful to their olleagues.
During this phase it was improved and tuned the adopted methodology.
• Stories: all system funtionalities were written by two proxy us-
tomers and then estimated by developers to quantify the development
eort. Until third Iteration eah story was onsidered done when its
tasks were ompleted, sine fourth Iteration it was done only if its tasks
were done and its aeptane tests were passed. This is an example of
the methodology evolution
• Informative Workspae: in order to trak the projet evolution, it
was deided to use both an automated tool [31℄ and a blakboard (see
Fig. 3.1). The developers usually hang the stories on the blakboard.
It is made up of three dierent parts: "to do", "in progress" and "done"
where are olleted the user stories depending on the status. This tool
allowed the developers to know at any time the projet evolution in
detail.
Figure 3.1: Stories on blakboard
• Pair Programming: during the rst phase of the projet, the soft-
ware was developed in pair programming. The Extreme Programming
[30℄ suggests that pairs should rotate frequently. It was noted that the
pairs did not rotate during whole development task. At the beginning
this behavior was (partially) tolerated, but sine the seond half of the
projet, the team leader imposed the pair members exhange every
development session. After a diult, initial adjustment period, it has
been observed an improvement in the ommuniation and knowledge
sharing. A proof of this is represented by a lower estimation error in
terms of eort to implement the stories. In fat, as shown in Fig. 3.2,
after the fourth iteration the estimation error dereased
Figure 3.2: Estimation Error
• Weekly Cyle: the team work was planned in a weekly yle. At the
beginning of every week the ore team had a meeting. During these
meetings, the team leader with proxy ustomers piked up the stories
to implement for the week. Then developers broke the stories into task
and eah one was able to hoose a story to develop. As said above,
the system kernel was developed in pair. So, a developer who had not
assigned neither a story or a pair was able to hoose a pair
• Sit Together: the kernel was developed in an open spae big enough
for the whole ore team. The layout of the room (see Fig. 3.3) allowed
the ommuniation among dierent pairs
• Inremental Design: this pratie is quite diult to apply and
requires developers to have a great amount of experiene. Also it is
simple to misunderstand the meaning of this pratie falling into a
no-design behavior. In this projet, it is hardly trying to make design
naturally rising from oding, always doing the simplest thing that ould
possibly work.
3.3.4 Distributed development and XP praties
The main objetive of the seond phase of the projet is gradually move
toward a distributed environment, while keeping XP values adapting XP
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Figure 3.3: Open spae setting
praties and introduing supporting tools. The following setion explains
how the adopted XP praties are aeted by the transition from a o-loated
to a distributed environment.
• Pair Programming: while this pratie represents a powerful tool for
supporting ommuniation and knowledge sharing among team mem-
bers, it strongly needs the o-loation of the team. Sine, as there
are few examples of tehniques to support distributed pair program-
ming [32℄, [33℄, it was initially deided to renoune in applying this
pratie. Then it was tried to use some tools suh as Sobalipse [34℄
and Skype [35℄, that guaranteed a good ommuniation level between
the two developers of a distributed pair. Sobalipse allows developers
sitting at dierent mahines to edit and review the same le, and to
ommuniate using a hat or better using the VOIP tehnology. One of
the most important features of these tools is that they are ompletely
integrated in the development environment [36℄
• Real Customer Involvement: it is possible to apply this pratie
also in the seond phase of the projet beause there are two developers
playing the role of proxy ustomer
• Sit Together: in a sit together team all developers work in an open
spae in order to maximize ommuniation among team-mates. It ab-
solutely needs the o-loation of the team so it is not appliable to a
distributes team. Anyway, there were used some tools suh as a wiki,
an instant messenger and a mailing list in order to favor a "sense of
team" among distributed developers
• Informative Workspae: this pratie allows the team to improve
the ommuniation. In the seond phase of the projet this pratie is
represented only by XPSwiki. The Fig. 3.4 shows the XPSwiki user
interfae.
Figure 3.4: XPSwiki
• Shared Code: eah team member is enabled to aess to a SVN ode
repository in order to improve and hange any part of the system at
any time
• Continuous Integration: in the seond phase the ontinuous inte-
gration is automated and performed after no more than a ouple of
hours
• User Stories: the funtionalities of the system are desribed using
stories that are published in the XPSwiki
• Weekly Cyle: by using the XPSwiki tool, eah developer an un-
derstand whih user stories are done, in progress or to do in the weekly
yle.
3.4 Co-loated versus distributed ommuniation
In some ases, as the researh just exposed, the task requires a dier-
ent dis-loation of the same team and, to understand team dynamis and
emerging roles, it is important to evaluate how hanging ommuniational
strategies in these two dierent modalities.
In this study it was found that, sine the starting phase, more skilled mem-
bers (PhD e PhD students) had a prominent role among the ommunity.
Espeially one of them using to organize stand-up meeting, to write task and
to do lists on the blakboard, and keeping an "organizational" behaviour,
was reognized by others as "key member". In fat other members used to
ask him information and suggestion; his role was also fundamental when it
was deided to fore turning of pair programming.
Day by day, thanks also to the ommon goal, the team was more harmonious
and ommuniation was maximed.
When the team moved in a dis-loated ontext it was urious to note that
relationships and roles were not hanged and that team members tryed to
adapt the provided ommuniational tools to maintain the same ommuni-
ation level in the group.
3.5 Adopting Agile Methodologies in a distributed
environment: a ase study simulation
One obtained these results it was deided to understand how XP pra-
ties would have to be modied in order to adapt them in a distributed envi-
ronment, trying to demonstrate trough empirial evidene how introduing
some supporting tools allowed XP praties to be adopted in a distributed
environment.
In fat, Agile Methodologies and distributed development are two popular
trends of software engineering. The former allows to respond to requirement
hanges while improving the overall quality of appliation released. The
benets of the latter are both the redution of osts and of development
time. One of the most important examples of distributed development is
open soure. It has been noted that Agile proesses are more eetive for
o-loated teams. A debate is growing up about the adoption and the ef-
fetiveness of agile methodologies in a distributed environment. So it was
performed a quantitative evaluation of the adoption of some agile praties
in an open soure projet, arrying out an aademi ase study with a dis-
tributed team adopting some XP praties. To evaluate the dierenes and
the analogies among the two methodologies it was adopted a simulation
approah to understand how the agile development proess is aeted by
the distribution of the team members and how development ativities are
enhaned, inuened or sometimes misdireted when developers use the In-
ternet as main oordination and ooperation tool.
The simulated projet has been realized using a simulator of an XP proess.
This simulator has been alibrated and validated using data gathered during
the rst phase of the real projet.
3.5.1 Method
This researh follows ve main steps:
1. Colletion of metris during the o-loated phase
2. Calibration and validation of the XP simulator using data gathered in
step one
3. Simulation of the projet as if it had been performed following the XP
o-loated methodology
4. Colletion of metris during the dis-loated phase
5. Evaluation of the dierenes between the real and simulated projet
in terms of ode produtivity, rate of released funtionalities (User
Stories) and other metris that will be explained in more details in
setion 3.5.2.
3.5.2 Metris
In order to ompare the real and the simulated projet there were ol-
leted dierent metris, used either for the alibration and validation purpose
or the quantitative omparison between the o-loated and distributed ap-
proah. In partiular, ontext metris are used to haraterize the distributed
and o-loated teams and eetiveness metris to quantify dierenes and
analogies between the two methodologies. Among ontext metris the atten-
tion was foused on Team Size (Number of Team Members), Team Eduation
Level (Number of PhDs, Undergraduates) and Team Skill (Domain Exper-
tize and Language Expertize). The eetiveness metris inlude both proess
and produt metris. Proess Metris have been extrated from XPSwiki, a
web based XP projet management tool used for managing requirements, for
planning and traking ativities. The tool an also be used to extrat metris
suh as number of stories, number of tasks per story, estimated and atual
eort for eah story and task, team veloity, release and iteration length and
so on.
The produt metris gathered inlude projet, lass and method metris.
The projet metris are: Number of Classes, Number of Methods and Total
Lines of Code. The lass metris inlude: Number of methods, Lines of ode.
Finally method metris are the Lines of Code of eah method. These metris
have been extrated from Subversion [37℄, the version ontrol system that
has been adopted in this ase study. Subversion easily allows to examine the
evolution of the soure ode, apturing snapshots of the projet soure ode
at any time instant. In partiular it was analyzed the soure ode snapshots
at the end of eah iteration, using a system that is able to parse the soure
ode and extrat the desired metris.
3.5.3 Calibration and validation
Agile group of University of Cagliari has developed an XP simulator that
allows to foreast the evolution of an XP projet implementing some of the
most signiant XP praties (Pair Programming, TDD, Planning Game...),
and it is able to vary the adoption level of some of them. This simulator has
been used to study how the MAD projet would be evolved if it had been
performed following the XP traditional methodology. The input parameters
and the output variables that an be obtained from the simulation model
are shown in table 3.2.
Input parameters Output variables
Number of initial USs Number of nal USs
Number of developers Defet density
Mean and standard deviation of initial USs estimation Number of Classes, methods, DSIs
Initial Team veloity (pts/iteration)
Number of Iterations per Release
Typial iteration duration Eah modelled entity
Table 3.2: Input parameters and output variables of the model
Data used to alibrate and validate the simulator oming from the rst
release of the projet. During this release the system kernel was developed.
The alibration of the model parameters has been performed using data from
the fth iteration, suh as the number of developers, the number of user story
and so on (see table 3.3).
Input parameters Values
Number of initial USs 30
Number of developers 14
Mean and standard deviation of initial USs estimation (pts) 265 (220)
Initial Team veloity (pts/iteration) 810
Typial iteration duration (days) 5
Table 3.3: Input parameters to alibrate the model
With these input parameters a number of simulation runs have been
performed. In partiular, it was iteratively alibrated the model parameters
in order to better t the real data of the projet. In table 3.4
1
the simulation
output are ompared with the ones taken from this ase study.
Then, a model validation has been done using data gathered from the
sixth iteration of the real projet. In detail, it was hanged only the initial
number of stories developed (35), while it was maintained unhanged the
model and projet parameters obtained during the alibration of the model
1
Comparison between simulation results averaged on 100 runs and ase study. Standard
deviations are reported in parenthesis. A story point orresponds to 1 minute of work
Output variable Simulation Real Projet
Total days of Development 36.9(8.1) 36
Number of User Stories 38.2 (4.3) 39
Estimated Eort [Story points℄ 13697.6 (5191.1) 13252
Atual Eort [Story points℄ 17902.4 (4206.3) 18443
Developed Classes 77.2 (19.2) 80
Developed Methods 407.4 (100.7) 400
LOCs 3259.7 (805.2) 3260
Table 3.4: Calibration of the model parameters on the fth iteration
(see table 3.5
2
). It was deided to hoose data from these two iterations
beause it was noted empirially that they were more signiant than the
previous ones beause the methodology was not ompletely tuned.
Output variable Simulation Real Projet
Total days of Development 42.5 (9.5) 41
Number of User Stories 45.3 (5.2) 44
Estimated Eort [Story points℄ 15680.7 (5182.5) 15442
Atual Eort [Story points℄ 21369.8 (5337.2) 21570
Developed Classes 92.1 (25.4) 91
Developed Methods 488.0 (134.3) 451
LOCs 3904.0 (1075.2) 3951
Table 3.5: Validation of the model parameters on the sixth iteration
It is interesting to note that the number of user stories developed at the
end of the fth/sixth iteration (see table 3.4/3.5) is greater than the number
of initial user stories set as input parameter. In fat, the initial user story
ould be split or new user story ould be added during the development.
3.5.4 Simulating the XP o-loated proess
After alibration and validation of the simulation model it was simulated
the o-loated projet. There were performed 100 runs using the user stories
2
Comparison between simulation results averaged on 100 runs and the ase study.
Standard deviations are reported in parenthesis
of the whole projet. In table 3.6
3
mean and standard deviation of the
simulator output variables are reported.
3
It was averaged on 100 runs on the ase study. Standard deviations are reported in
parenthesis
Output variable Simulation
Total days of Development 163.9 (20.9)
Number of User Stories 196.0 (11.1)
Estimated Eort [Story points℄ 69291.5 (19009.5)
Atual Eort [Story points℄ 93109.1 (11198.2)
Developed Classes 471.7 (76.5)
Developed Methods 2492.9 (405.1)
LOCs 19940.8 (3239.3)
Table 3.6: Simulation results of the whole projet
It was found that there is a big dierene among the results obtained dur-
ing the real development and the simulated approah, so the same method-
ology was applied to Apahe HTTP Server to evaluate the eets of TDD
(Test Driven Development) [38℄ but this is another researh study with a
goal diering too muh to the aim of this study.
Chapter 4
Polaris4OS projet
MAD projet (see Chap. 3) was performed with partiular attention to
ommuniational praties, in order to understand how they an hange and
evolve aording to web tehnologies.
A part from university sta (PhD students and PhD), people involved were
almost students at their rst software development experiene. So it was
deided to perform another projet of this kind involving a dierent target:
professional developers. This projet involves University of Cagliari and
Polaris (a tehnologial and sienti park) with the aim to promote OSS
adoption in their area.
In fat, FLOSS adoption in Small Medium Enterprises SMEs introdues
some non-trivial drawbaks. For business men and hief tehnology oer
(CTO), FLOSS is ritial sine there are not ase studies and deep analysis
about it, making them lost in a huge olletion of untrusted reports.
On the other side, it is pereived by projet managers as a ritial resoure,
for whih they have nobody to blame for malfuntioning or troubles.
Finally, developers onsider FLOSS as a synonymous of "Save as..." om-
mand in their browser: FLOSS is the heapest way to aess example ode
and get ready-to-run libraries and appliations. Both business and tehnial
people miss most potential opportunities oered by FLOSS, like knowledge
sharing, ollaborative software improvement, large feedbak basis, ommu-
nity support.
FLOSS philosophy, spirit, methodology, tools and ommunity an be onsid-
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ered as an opportunity whih requires skills and expertise outside the oial
learning path represented by universities, shools and ertiation enters.
A new approah at learning program is needed to take advantages of the
FLOSS eosystem, as onsumer and produer ator.
This work mainly fouses on an "open soure urriulum" dened and ap-
plied in the Polaris4OS projet. It enables developers to eetively work in
the FLOSS world and enourages hief exeutive oers (CEOs) to take ad-
vantage of these opportunities: it implies new learning methodologies, new
skills to supersede losed and proprietary approahes, new business models
to optimize ompany resoures.
The psyhologist partiipates also in this researh not only playing the role
of ation researher, but also doing tutor proess mediator, monitoring on-
tinuously partiipants' ativities and their ommuniational exhanges.
4.1 Polaris4OS
The main goal of the Polaris4OS projet is to ll the gap between well
established proprietary enterprise proesses and the upoming FLOSS model,
based on ollaboration and knowledge sharing.
Eleven loally-based small and medium IT foused enterprises (SMEs) were
involved in design and development of extension modules for existing open
soure frameworks. They had been seleted aording to the mission of eah
ompany and their market. Polaris4OS onsists of a preliminary set-up phase
and three exeutive phases: the training based on a blended learning model,
the ollaborative design and the open soure distributed development.
4.1.1 Choosing a suitable Open Soure projet
During the preliminary phase, ompanies were invited to evaluate exist-
ing state-of-the-art open soure projets, and were asked to selet projets
to ontribute to.
They identied an Enterprise Resoure Planning (ERP) and a Content Man-
agement System (CMS), whih were onsidered as strategi solutions for their
ore business. Then the projet mentors met the ompanies to design and
plan the next phases.
Their ore business had been totally based on proprietary software, with
both ustom solutions and o-the-shelf appliations. Moreover, they were
ompetitors in the same geographi area and they never ooperated. They
had dierent experienes with a mixed bakground of Java and .NET envi-
ronments, and eah had its own software engineering methodology, usually
based on pratie and not on a formal approah.
Preliminary meetings let to set-up a trusted environment in whih ompanies
agreed to share their experiene, knowledge, resoure, ode and developers.
The mentors identied the skills and the main ompetene areas needed to
partiipate to seleted projets. The key tehnologies were deemed to be
objet oriented programming, integrated development environments, ollab-
orative utilities, versioning systems; the most important methodologies were
onsidered to be design patterns, test driven development, ontinuous inte-
gration; the key proesses were deemed to be ollaborative work and frequent
iterations.
The projet eort was established in two man-days a week per ompany, for
a timespan of nine months.
4.1.2 People and roles
There are dierent roles involved in this projet, as it is possible to see
in Table 4.1.
Role Desription N
Mentor They identify the skills and the main ompetene areas needed
to partiipate to seleted projets and organize meetings with
the ompanies to design and plan all the phases
5
CEO They are ompetitors in the same geographi area and they have
never ooperated before
11
Developer They are employees of the involved ompanies 18
Customer They play the role of real ustomer in order to ahieve better
results to nal user
2
Teaher They learn fundamental onepts related to software develop-
ment
12
Coahes They are skilled people trying to help developers and failitate
development phase
2
Tutor She failitates ommuniational proess among partiipants
both in presene and in blended modality
1
Table 4.1: Dierent Roles
All these dierent skilled and motivated people ompose the development
team and worked together.
4.1.3 Training
Sine the initial developers skills were very dierent, it was deided to
adopt a exible learning method to support a training proess, mixing lass-
room lesson and laboratory ativities, on-line training and support, ollabo-
rative learning among learners, oahing and tutoring [39℄.
Learning model answering to these neessities is the blended learning one
(BLM) [40℄ [41℄. It was supported by Moodle [42℄ learning management
system (LMS) and by the ollaborative knowledge base, realized with the
learning objets published by teahers.
This researh model onsists of three main learning moments:
• Collaborative learning is based on spei and pratial ativities
during frontal lesson
• Self-learning gives to developers the possibility to use the material
loaded in the LMS by teahers and to interat with oahes and tutors
• Consolidation: developers ame bak in lassroom to demonstrate
the ahievement of the administered onepts
The BLM was realized in:
• 4 hours of lassroom frontal lessons
• 8 hours for individual study, ollaboration, exerises based on the
learning objet prepared by teahers and having the support of tu-
tors and oahes
• 4 hours for lassroom knowledge and apabilities assessment
The LBS monitored developers ativities, as the time spent by eah one
on it and the result of on-line tests, for example. From their analysis, it was
dened a training proess tailored on individual neessities, reating a sort of
learning ustomization; it was also notied that the developers spontaneously
reate a ommunity where people helped eah other and shared materials and
information [43℄.
The ommunity reated in the rst phase represents an important result for
the projet beause it showed that the initial formers didene was overame
sine the starting phase.
4.1.4 Designing
In suh phase, there were analyzed the seleted FLOSS projets and the
denition of two spei appliation senarios. To have the exeution phases
like a real projet, it was deided to have real ustomers therefore there were
seleted the loal administration of Pula, in Sardinia, and a private breeding
ompany.
Meetings were taken to know ustomer needs and the software and hardware
solution they used.
It emerged the interest of the rst ustomer for a tourist event alert sys-
tem, while the seond one would like an automati traing system of animal
growth for a pigs farm.
Tutors and oahes drove developers to evaluate the software solution and
they found in Infoglue CMS [44℄ the most suitable FLOSS software to be
extended inluding the module required by the loal administration and in
[45℄ the ERP to extend and modify in way to implement the traing system.
One seleted the software, developer team worked to dene the tasks and a
preliminary TO-DO list.
Eah item list was assigned to a developer. Design ativities were mainly
onduted remotely by means of hats, web forum and mails, with weekly
interations for requirement denition, tasks identiation and assignment.
4.1.5 Module Development
Developers implemented the extension modules driving their ativities
with onepts learned in the rst phases and using the results of the de-
sign proess. The development model was based on ontinuous integration
and frequent releases in order to verify the orretness of the implemented
software and the referential integrity of the required hanges respet to the
original databases struture.
During weekly meetings, the enountered problems had been analyzed and
the possible solutions disussed by all developers for the adoption of the
best hoie. In suh meetings, oahes and tutors applied a learning-by-
doing model [46℄ in way to address the developers laks raised in the ourse
of this phase.
A set of problems was related to the inexperiene of the development FLOSS
model, like the remote and distributed ollaboration model and the possibil-
ity of reusing the soure ode and the databases of the seleted software.
For both of modules, the rst development task was the installation of
the original software and set-up of the integrated development environment
(IDE). There were not available automatially proedures for the installation
then the developer exeuted in separately steps the DBMS installation, the
database reation, the Compiere or Infoglue installation and the onnetion
between database and these software.
Regarding to the IDE, the seleted one was Elipse [47℄. The following tasks
were tailored on the module. The alert system for Infoglue required the
mapping of the new tables on the databases struture using Hibernate, the
denition of the template for the web pages and the alert system. The system
funtion realized were user registration, session and message management.
Figure 4.1: The web page where to insert messages
4.1.6 Companies partiipation
Companies involved in Polaris4OS ome from dierent IT market areas
and they have dierent size. Most of them are foused on servies for Publi
Administration, while others work in the Internet ontext, with web servies
and appliation, mobile solutions, digital television and professional training.
Average team size is 3-4 developers for eah ompany.
Before starting the projet, eah ompany presented itself to other parti-
ipants, in order to better identify resoures provided to the projet and
expeted results. Tehnial team had experiene in database engines, ob-
jet oriented programming language and some web framework experiene.
Therefore, there was not an homogeneous expertise nor similar objetive for
those ompanies. Most important, there were no previous experiene with
OS projets.
CTOs have been introdued to FLOSS eosystems, in order to provide them
with all elements to deide what tehnology to adopt and what kind of OS
projet to work for. They have been preliminarily introdued to FLOSS li-
enses, their sope, their limits and their adoption aross leading OS projets.
Companies have been enouraged to partiipate Polaris4OS beause they
would pereive the training phase as a valuable benet for their team: they
were able to gain new skill at no ost. However, they kept some doubts
regarding atual developers eort: it was expeted to be two days a week
and they onsidered it too short to ahieve a relevant produt but, on the
other side, they were unable to assign more resoures to the projet.
4.2 Curriula
An important and none evident aspet of the Polaris4OS projet was
the denition of developers urriula. Teahers, tutors and oahes guided
their ations in the designing and development phases in way to t it. The
urriula denition started with the training phase and it was adapted to
ahieve four main goals:
• All developers had to work on the projet
• All developers had to use the seleted tehnologies
• Collaborative approah to all projet ativities
• Build a developers shared knowledge, praties and learning ommu-
nity for all the following projet phases
It was also dened a list of fundamental ompetenes for the urriulum
and grouped them in four ategories:
• Information seminar
• Software engineering methodologies
• Use of tools and IDE (Java, Elipse, SoureForge...)
• Features and onstraints of the two seleted open soure projets (loal
administration versus traking system)
Dening urriula was based on what an be used to design ourses and
urriula onerning Agile development [13℄.
4.2.1 Dening Curriula
The preliminary analysis identied the training goals seleting the ar-
eas of knowledge and skills; teahers, oahes and tutors needs to fous
the lessons and planning what designing and development aspet had to be
treated. The output of this ativity has been the denition of the urriula
based on the needed skills and started from the owned skills in way to ll
the ompetene gap.
Developers meeting evidened the need to keep ondene with development
methodologies like advaned development praties (for example design pat-
terns), database management, data abstration and web appliations. They
had not experienes on software development in distributed environment so
they did not know praties like test driven development (TDD), ontinuous
integration, unied modeling language (UML) design and related tools.
Furthermore the developers need to study a ERP and a CMS. In 4.2 are
listed the identied modules and their orrespondent ategories.
Figure 4.2: Initial developers skills
4.2.2 Results of Blended Learning Method
Developers partiipated atively to ativities on Moodle platform and
its knowledge base. It is interesting to note that they assumed a proative
pose among the ommunity. Many people had loaded appropriate material
for other formers, they share information, suggestion and doubts with on
line oah and tutors. Problems was solved all together aording to the
ollaborative learning. Developers appreiated the platform tools as muh
as web forums and hats.
At the end of the third exeutive phase, a test was submitted to devel-
Figure 4.3: Number of visits to Moodle platform for eah developer
Module Name Category
What is Open Soure: Open Soure lienses and philosophy Seminar
Collaborative Environment and LMS: Moodle and its tools Seminar
Elipse Base: basi use of Elipse Tools
Java Advaned: design Patterns Tools
Elipse Advaned: developing appliation using Elipse and
CVS
Tools
UML and tools: diagrams Methodologies
TDD e Refatoring: TDD, Junit, HttpUnit, Frequent release,
Short iteration, Refatoring
Methodologies
Web Appliation Development: Tomat, Veloity, JSP Tools
DB and Data abstration: data persistene, DAO, Hibernate Tools
Distributed arhitetures and programming: Client/Server
programming, Java network programming, XML standard
Tools
Infoglue CMS: system arhiteture and tehnologies analysis OSS
Compiere: system arhiteture and tehnologies analysis OSS
Table 4.2: Curriula modules and their orrespondent ategory
opers to ollet their sensations on the whole projet.
Among developers 82% of them provided a positive judgment: 62% evalu-
ated the learning proess as appropriate and 20% onsidered appropriate at
all. Nobody found it inappropriate. On suh results, it an be asserted the
ontents tough were appropriate to the target.
Figure 4.4: Final test results
4.3 A suess experiene
Some works have exposed the use FLOSS like a learning and model en-
vironment, for example [48℄ [49℄ [50℄. The results of Polaris4OS [51℄ enfores
suh onsiderations. It has been suessfully ompleted and it an be on-
sidered a very interesting ase study to evaluate overall impat of FLOSS
adoption in SMEs. Both ompany managers and their developers apprei-
ated the FLOSS model and the onrete opportunities it gives. Working with
real-world OS projets, they learned how to enhane their business, produts
and skills by means of FLOSS methodologies and praties. However, mi-
gration to FLOSS requires a foused eort to be understood, aepted and
implemented.
Learners partiipated atively to urriulum denition negotiating topis
with teahers in order to both satisfy projet needs and reah their own
expetations. It was a sort of negotiation about the pros and ons of eah
proposal and it is important to highlight that the last two urriula modules,
foused on Compiere and Infoglue, were required by CTOs and developers,
thanks to the ontinuous ommuniation among themselves and all the peo-
ple involved in this projet.
Chapter 5
A researh study on Open
Soure Communities
developers'mailing lists
Nomina sunt onsequentia rerum
Justinian
5.1 Some of the most suessful Open Soure projets
The two ases study of distributed development previously desribed (see
Chap. 3 and Chap. 4) have make lear the proess nature of ommuniation.
In fat, people roles emerge by the eld, thanks to a mix of skills and in-
formation onerning a better knowledge of software development proess,
a good ontrol of ommuniational tools and a natural ability for human
interation.
So one analyzed the two dierent ases study and understood the relevane
of eient ommuniation among team members, it was deided to investi-
gate, and onsequently improve, ommuniational proess on large sale.
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5.1.1 SoureForge website
The attention was in-entered on some of the most suessful Open
Soure projets ative on SoureForge.[52℄. It is a website whih ontains dif-
ferent tools to failitate software development proess. There are more than
74.000 projets utilizing it sine the starting development phase, "Soure-
Forge.net is the world's largest Open Soure software development web site,
providing free hosting to tens of thousands of projets. The mission of Soure-
Forge.net is to enrih the Open Soure ommunity by providing a entralized
plae for Open Soure developers to ontrol and manage Open Soure soft-
ware development".
This website is available also for users, they an download software simply
entering in the spei area; instead, to utilize its tools, developers had to
ompile a spei form and log-in.
One obtained id and password a developer an reate its own projet or
start to ollaborate to other projets: there are more than 750.000 develop-
ers registered on SoureForge.
There are dierent tools available to permit software development, projet
management and software advertising.
Figure 5.1: Miranda home page on SoureForge website
One inserted the projet on SoureForge team members will be, auto-
matially, members of this huge ommunity, in fat, every projet has its
own website where is possible to edit les, doumentation and task to do
list, bugs list and pathes to be implemented; there are also dierent tools
like themati forums and mailing lists to keep in ontat and ask for help
and information among dierent ommunity members.
An important resoure of this web site onsists in a Conurrent Versioning
System (CVS); it implements a ontrolling system informing every mem-
ber about all the hanges oured in ode writing and software implemen-
tation, permitting to manage ontrol versioning and "opening the soure
ode" to developers interested in ollaborating. CVS an manage also dif-
ferent branhes of the same projets allowing software ustomization.
5.1.2 Choosing most suesful OS projets
On SoureForge there is a lassiation that denes whih are the most
ative projets, based on indexes like ativity, lines of ode and number of
download so it was deided to analyze ommuniational ow in most ative
SoureForge ommunities.
After a short paramount about ommuniational tools available for eah
projet, the attention was foused on developers' mailing lists (DMLs). In
fat these virtual plae is the point of ontat among developers and users,
as it will shown in Setion 5.1.3, and is amazing important to nd ommu-
niational patterns and networks.
There were examined more than 70 projets in order to nd a suient num-
ber of projets. In fat, looking for developers' mailing lists, it was found
that most of these projets had none, as it is shown in Tab. 5.1.
Status Projets
Corrupted arhives Crystal Spae 3D, SquirrelMail, Jedit, Iewm BO2K, Mesa3D,
Small Devie C Compiler, Firebird, BZFlag, User-mode Linux
kernel port, Etherboot, Enlightenment
Without developers ML WebCalendar, Numerial Python, Exult, wxWidgets, MiKTeX,
Tl, Doom Legay, AWStats, net-snmp, Firewall Builder, The
Nebula Devie, PhpWiki, CMU Sphinx, Courier Mail Server,
gnuplot development, Developer's Image Library, Dev-C++
Without ML Ghostsript, Python, Linux PCMCIA Card Servies, Mail-
man, Quanta, The Freenet Projet, Openads, Common C++
Libraries, Gnuleus Gabber, Boa Construtor, Sintilla, The
EDGE Projet
ML not ative enough Double Choo Latte, TUTOS, Slash, Sreem, Leo, Owl Intranet
Knowledgebase, WebMail-Java, Halife Admin Mod, Cdex, Dy-
nAPI
Available arhives Gaim, Gimp, Liq, Miranda, MinGW, Netatalk, Gallery, Ari-
anne, RPG Geotools
Table 5.1: The 70 most ative projets on Soureforge
This fat an be easily explained onsidering the kind of use that soft-
ware development teams make of SoureForge [53℄.
Many teams started to use SoureForge at the beginning of their projets,
but later, as the projet size rapidly inreased, they preferred to use their
own website with spei tools (CMS, wikies, forums...) in plae of Soure-
Forge. At the same time, a large amount of these projets uses SoureForge
website as a means for making their produt better and more widely known,
so, it is very likely that they use a developers' mailing list not available on
SoureForge web site.
Only 9 projets out of 70 seem to atually use SoureForge developers' mail-
ing list. These projets
1
are shown in Tab. 5.2.
1
All of them have ativity level at 99,99%
Projet Topi
Arianne Multi player on line engine to develop games
Gaim Instant messaging appliation
Gallery Web based photo gallery
Geotools Open soure Java GIS toolkit
Gimp-Print Pakage of printer drivers
Liq Instant messaging appliation
Mingw Tool for importing libraries and header les
Miranda Instant messenger appliation
Netatalk Daemon for sharing les and printers
Table 5.2: The nine studied projets
Starting from this nine suessful projets it is possible evaluate ommu-
niation among their members.
5.1.3 Mailing Lists Developers
In "lassial" agile projets, ommuniation is maximized through fae-
to-fae onversation among developers and users. "Classial" open soure
projets, on the other hand, are performed through the Internet, and ommu-
niation has to be performed using Mailing Lists (MLs), wikis and messaging
tools. This ondition is learly sub-optimal under the agile perspetive, but
it is unavoidable. On the other hand, the ommuniation performed through
MLs an be easily traked and studied.
Every OS projet has its own developers mailing list whih only program-
mers should use to disuss projet related development. Many projets have
a publi developers ML whih advaned users atually use to obtain help
and exhange feedbak among themselves and with developers.
The aim of this study is to identify and evaluate the utilization of developers'
mailing list of mainstream Open Soure projets, to get insight on ommuni-
ation patterns and praties among developers and users of the list, nding
some peuliar aspets of these ommunities.
5.1.4 Members
DML is frequented by two dierent kinds of people: advane users and
developers. They are basially volunteers, eah playing a dierent role: users
are also ontributors; this is fundamental for the developers to implement
new features and reeive feedbak. This involvement of end users plays a rel-
evant role in agile methodologies and in partiular in eXtreme Programming
[30℄; it is both a value (feedbak) and a pratie (real ustomer involvement).
Developers often disuss among themselves about implementing features and
xing bugs, while users exhange opinions about their problems onerning
software utilisation. In Tab. 5.3 there are underlined DMLs members' role
for all the analyzed projets.
Projet Users Developers Partiipants
Arianne 90 12 112
Gaim 1195 52 1247
Gallery 431 53 484
Geotools 299 96 395
Gimp-Print 581 46 627
Liq 598 13 611
Mingw 62 43 105
Miranda 164 16 180
Netatalk 695 43 738
Table 5.3: Members and roles
5.2 Data olletion and analysis
In order to investigate the developers' mailing lists hosen it was imple-
mented a spei parser that enabled automati data analysis. The parser
was written in Java and it was reated to extrat key data from the reposi-
tory of developers' mailing list.
In partiular was made a desriptive statistial analysis on three dierent
indiators: e-mails, threads and links among partiipants. For eah e-mail,
there were extrated the sender, the subjet and the time, and for eah
thread the ID of the starter. Dierent queries an be made to interrogate
the repository.
Preliminary, it was heked and resolved e-mail addresses and user names:
about 50% of ommunity members (both developers and users) use dierent
user names and e-mail addresses to post to the same mailing list (there are
people who use even ve dierent identities!).
5.2.1 E-mails
For e-mails tra there were extrated dierent data: number of senders,
average mean, variane, perentage of e-mails sent by developers and relative
variane, perentage of e-mails sent by users and relative variane, perentage
of e-mails sent by most ative member, role of the most ative member,
number of e-mail sent by developers and relative variane, number of e-mail
sent by users and relative variane, as it is shown in Tab. 5.4 and Tab. 5.5
and Tab. 5.6.
Projet Senders E-mails Mean Variane Most Ative
Arianne 112 1159 11.36 1130.5 User
Gaim 1247 8954 7.18 1656.9 Dev
Gallery 484 3997 8.26 1224.2 Dev
Geotools 395 11076 28.04 12721 Dev
Gimp-Print 627 7816 12.47 16030 Dev
Liq 611 4715 7.72 1177.7 Dev
Mingw 105 2690 25.62 4338.2 Dev
Miranda 180 1045 5.81 98.85 Dev
Netatalk 738 4678 6.34 586.18 Dev
Table 5.4: E-mails
Neither users nor developers are onsistently the most ative in sending
e-mails, as it is shown in Tab. 5.5 and Tab. 5.6.
Projet
% E-mails
sent
by devs
Mean Variane
% E-mails
sent by most
ative dev
Arianne 27.87 27 2753.9 16.22
Gaim 46.8 80.58 32390 1.23
Gallery 56.34 42.49 9532.9 15.26
Geotools 65.93 76.06 37986 13.22
Gimp-Print 67.96 115.52 20872 39.14
Liq 31.22 113.23 33898 13.83
Mingw 81.26 50.84 9346.9 16.58
Miranda 30.53 19.94 499.4 6.12
Netatalk 49.36 53.7 6474 6.39
Table 5.5: E-mails sent by developers
In fat, the e-mails sent by the two subgroups hange tendeny for eah
projet: in four projets users' sub-group is the most ative, in another
three the most ative is the developers' sub-group, while in the remaining
two projets the amount is evenly distributed, as it is laried in Fig. 5.2.
Projet
% E-mails
sent
by users
Mean Variane
% E-mails
sent by most
ative user
Arianne 72.13 9.29 905.56 23.3
Gaim 53.2 3.99 100.7 12.97
Gallery 43.66 4.05 60.13 2.55
Geotools 34.07 12.62 3728.3 5.69
Gimp-Print 32.04 4.31 198.31 2.8
Liq 68.78 5.42 274.31 5.39
Mingw 18.74 8.13 201.59 2.83
Miranda 69.47 4.43 41.08 3.73
Netatalk 50.64 3.41 83.14 2.69
Table 5.6: E-mails sent by users
This matter will be analyzed in further investigation (see Chapter 7).
Figure 5.2: Mails sent in eah projet by developers and users
There are some developers who send from 5% to 20% of the total number
of e-mails: just a small number of developers is the main suppliers of e-mails
in their DMLs.
These ative developers play a key role in the ommuniation proess,
in fat, they are either projet managers, support managers or developers.
Their key role [54℄ is to know everything about the projet and to share
information and provide explanations to users.
5.2.2 Threads
For eah thread there were extrated dierent data: number of senders,
average mean, variane, perentage of threads started by developers and rel-
ative variane, perentage of threads started by users and relative variane,
perentage of threads started by most ative member, role of the most a-
tive member, number of threads started by developers and relative variane,
number of threads started by users and relative variane, as it is shown in
Tab. 5.7, Tab. 5.8 and Tab. 5.9.
Projet Threads Mean Variane
Threads started
by most
ative member
Most Ative
Arianne 452 4.43 334.35 175 User
Gaim 2605 2.08 131.95 369 Dev
Gallery 1325 2.73 85.06 131 Dev
Geotools 4313 10.92 2497.6 744 Dev
Gimp-Print 1871 2.98 601.38 600 Dev
Liq 1559 2.55 46.63 87 User
Mingw 647 6.16 255.58 94 Dev
Miranda 229 1.27 4.18 14 Dev
Netatalk 1672 2.27 43.53 98 User
Table 5.7: Threads
Developers, on average, start about 35% of all the threads, as it is shown
in Tab. 5.8. In these threads, developers use to announe new releases, report
a bug and disuss new features. It is important to note that, in eah projet
a single developer, on average, starts a number of threads ranging from 5%
to 30% of all threads.
Projet
% Threads
started
by devs
Mean Variane
% Threads
started by most
ative dev
Arianne 21.24 8 219.82 11.72
Gaim 34.18 17.04 2849.8 14.23
Gallery 47.39 11.81 640.69 9.92
Geotools 58.94 26.5 6447.4 17.25
Gimp-Print 52.94 21.52 7906.3 32.08
Liq 16.02 19.23 498.86 4.87
Mingw 82.84 12.47 551.35 14.53
Miranda 21.83 3.13 15.18 6.11
Netatalk 27.27 10.6 340.67 5.38
Table 5.8: Threads started by developers
These developers are also the key members (see Paragraph 5.2.1), on-
rming again the fundamental role of those members.
On the ontrary users, usually, start about 65% of all the threads, as it is
shown in Tab. 5.9.
Projet
% Threads
started
by users
Mean Variane
% Threads
started by
most ative user
Arianne 78.76 3.96 350.31 38.71
Gaim 65.82 1.43 5.8 1.19
Gallery 52.61 1.61 6.65 1.66
Geotools 41.06 5.92 1143.5 12.59
Gimp-Print 47.06 1.51 6.24 1.71
Liq 83.98 2.19 31.43 5.58
Mingw 17.16 1.79 8.69 2.32
Miranda 78.17 1.09 2.82 4.8
Netatalk 72.73 1.75 21.03 5.86
Table 5.9: Threads started by users
In these threads users ask for information, answer other users' questions
when they solved the same or a similar problem and, sometimes, report a
bug.
5.2.3 Links
A link is a onnetion between two members belonging to the same de-
velopers' mailing lists. Two members share a link if they have partiipated
in the same thread.
For eah link there were extrated dierent data: number of links, aver-
age mean, variane, link among developers and its perentage, link among
users and its perentage, link among developers and users and its perentage,
mean average of links for eah developer, eah user and among developers
and users, as it is shown in Tab. 5.10 and Tab. 5.11.
Projet Links
Links
whitin
developers
Links
whitin
users
Links
among
members
Arianne 370 24 229 117
Gaim 5550 280 2414 2856
Gallery 1667 244 610 813
Geotools 3162 529 1790 843
Gimp-Print 1490 181 387 922
Liq 1896 32 1188 676
Mingw 509 201 66 242
Miranda 1091 34 681 376
Netatalk 1632 226 520 886
Table 5.10: Links
Analyzing links between ommunity members is helpful to understand
ommuniation [55℄ among team members and their onsequential eort and
involvement in the projet.
Links between users are about 60% in four projets, while they range from
13% to 43% for the remaining ones. This does not mean that eah user
ommuniates, on average, with many of other users.
Projet
Links of eah
developer
Links of
eah user
Links of eah
member
Arianne 2 2.54 1.15
Gaim 5.38 2.02 2.29
Gallery 4.6 1.41 1.68
Geotools 5.5 5.99 2.13
Gimp-Print 3.93 0.67 1.47
Liq 2.46 1.99 1.1
Mingw 4.67 1.06 2.3
Miranda 2.13 4.15 2.08
Netatalk 5.25 0.75 1.2
Table 5.11: Links of eah member
In fat, observing a single thread it is evident that eah user ommuni-
ates, on average, only with two other users, as it is shown in Tab. 5.11; so
it is possible state that a lot of users partiipate in ommuniation in DMLs
but only a few of them keep in diret ontat.
The network formed by user ommuniation is very poor and sattered and it
was found a similar behavior in ommuniation among all ommunity mem-
bers (users and developers together). On the other hand the links between
developers are about 15% for four projets, about 5% for the other three
projets, with two outsiders too: one with 39% and the other with 2%.
If a thread is singly analyzed it is possible to found that a developer ommu-
niates, on average, with three other developers. This suggests that there is
a dense ommuniation net and a great deal of information sharing among
these developers, who are also the key members.
The network formed by their ommuniation an be onsidered like an entity:
the ore of the ommuniation.
5.3 Communiation ow in Developers' Mailing Lists
Justinian said "Nomina sunt onsequentia rerum" (Names are sequent
to the things named), so analyzing these developers mailing lists it was ini-
tially expeted to nd e-mail exhange only among the projet developers
themselves. But surprisingly both users and developers post there and a
signiant perentage of e-mail tra is to be attributed to users.
To analyze the data the ommunity was splitted into two omplementary
sub-groups: developers and users. In fat users utilize this spae to spell out
their problems onerning software utilization and to reeive explanations on
the software developed (but also development); at the same time, developers
seem to understand and support this vision of the developers mailing lists,
providing suggestions and information.
Furthermore, the support developers (or more skilled members in general)
are able to give to less experiened partiipants, an be equated to software
supplier support in the ase of proprietary software. It is widely reognized
that one of the greatest downsides of losed software is the strong ustomer-
supplier dependene as far as maintenane, update and support is onerned.
The learning ommunity an easily solve this problem, beause developers as
well as other users an perform the same task partipating at these projets
suess, in fat, it is known that the quality of support is one of the suess
indiators of an Open Soure projet.
A new learning ommunity omposed of advaned users and developers is
thus formed, users or developers alike sharing information, making sugges-
tions, asking for help, ensuring knowledge ows regardless of their role. In
partiular, a peer support system an be established between advaned users
who help eah other, while for stritly development-related topis, program-
mers usually ommuniate using other tools, like instant messaging, private
e-mail, wiki...
Data analysis revealed that not all the DMLs behave in the same way about
sending e-mails, starting threads or establishing relationships. Some devel-
opers are key members of the ommunity sharing information with all other
members.
These key members keep in ontat with eah other reating a dense om-
muniations network and users reate a sattered and weak network, this
kind of distribution seems to suggest a dihotomous ommuniation pattern
in whih the ore is omposed of developers and the periphery of users. So
in Chapter 7 the same data will treated in a more spei manner in or-
der to nd ommuniational ow and roles utilizing Soial Network Analysis
approah.
Chapter 6
Soial network Analysis
6.1 Soial Network Analysis approah
Soial Network Analysis (SNA) was born in Soial Siene ambit, be-
oming a fundamental approah to haraterize relationships among soial
entities, their development and their further impliations.
SNA in fat, denes soial environment in a new and dierent way, relation-
ships among people are dened struture, beoming virtual weave rossing
with all other weaves; strutural variables are extremely helpful to larify
enormously dierent kinds of relationships among these strutures.
Strutural variables fous their attention on dyads, tryads, subgroups or
large groups.
SNA is also helpful for analyzing networks in two partiular ways:
• Formal desription: network analysis helps to express theoretial
onepts giving formal denitions, measures and desriptions; evalu-
ating models and theories onerning relational proesses and giving
statistial analysis of multi-relationships systems. In that manner is it
possible to share a ommon language and denitions to better express
theoretial onepts and features
• Models and theories evaluation and testing: network models
are also useful to prove theories onerning relational strutures and
proesses. In fat, observing a network it is possible to make inferenes
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about relationships struture. As Gestalt theory asserted "the whole
is more then the sum of single parts" and SNA is perfet to onsider
relationships among group members like an entity, a whole.
There is an enormous number of statistial indexes, roles, measure units
and spei terms surrounding the vast world of SNA, so the most important
of them related to this researh work are going to be explained here.
6.1.1 Ator
One of the goals of SNA is to understand relationships between members:
the ators. The term ator an dene, for example, a person or a group of
people, an employee or a person working in an organization, an enterprise
department or a publi servies ompany.
Usually a researh is foused on one spei kind of ators: hildren, engi-
neers, housewives...
6.1.2 Link
A link is a simple onnetion between two ators. Ators an be linked
among themselves in an illimitated range of dierent ways; for SNA is not
important the nature of this link but its existene.
These links an be due to dierent motivation as evaluation of a person, like a
working situation, to be members of the same assoiation, behavioural inter-
ation, status hange, physial onnetion, formal or biologial relationship,
for example.
6.1.3 Dyad
A dyad is a partiular and strong link onneting two people who share
it in equal manner. They are onsidered a unit beause of that link and this
is also often the fundamental unit of a researh utilizing SNA approah.
In literature one of the most studied dyad is the one omposed by mother
and hild.
6.1.4 Tryad
The denition of tryad is equal to dyad but referred to three people
sharing this important relationship. For tryads are important two properties:
• Transitive property: if S is a friend (in this ase friendship is the
link) of M and M is a friend of E then S and E are also friends
• Tryad balaning: if S and M think eah other they are beautiful
people then it is highly probably that they think the same about E
6.1.5 Subgroup
A subgroup is a set of people strongly onneted among themselves; indi-
viduating and studying this partiular kind of group is surprisingly important
for SNA.
6.1.6 Group
Usually SNA is in-entered on a spei group and its aim is to under-
stand links, relationships and onnetions among ators; often these members
share some peuliar properties that allow them to be onsidered as an entity.
6.1.7 Soial Network
A Soial network is dened by the sum of ators, their links, relationships
and features.
6.2 Centrality and prestige
Individuating the most prominent ator(s) in a soial network is impor-
tant to draw a more preise piture. An ator beomes famous if he has been
hosen by the majority of other members so it is important to understand
why this happens: entrality and prestige indexes are useful to do that.
6.2.1 Centrality
Prominent ators are often involved in a relevant number of links and
have a visible role among the ommunity, as entrality index measures.
6.2.2 Prestige
Talking about entrality index, it was armed that an ator plays a
prominent role among the ommunity beause of his links, without explain-
ing whether this entrality is due to preferenes (in links reating) given
or reeived. When an ator has the preferene of a huge number of other
members he plays a prestige role.
6.3 Centrality indexes
These helpful indexes are non diretional indexes, meaning that it is
known that there is a link but its diretion and soure are unknown or non
relevant.
Centrality indexes are used in this researh to better explain ommuniation
ow in DMLs as it will be shown in Chap. 7.
Chapter 7
Analysing the Soial Networks
onstituted by Open Soure
ommunities
O α′νϑρωpioς εστι′ ζω′oν pioλιτικo′ν
Aristoteles
In previous studies [56℄ [57℄ on OSS ommunities analyzed in Chap. 5, it
was found that the virtual plae where developers meet users is the DML.
In fat, this plae is used to share information, to gather all users' needs and
proposals (feedbak), and to reate a link between users and developers (real
ustomer involvement).
As the researh ontinued, it was disovered that the above desribed be-
haviors also distinguish learning ommunities. DML is a big stage where
ators-ommunity members ommuniate, in fat, interation does not ne-
essarily take plae just among peer members. Indeed, disussions among
developers and users (for example help requests) are quite frequent, and al-
low to reate a network ontaining numerous hubs (members who are able
to establish a lot of links). This failitates information ow through the
network, and explains why OS ommunities an be regarded as a typial
example of learning ommunities.
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Communiation among advaned users has been dened as peer support,
while there were alled ollaborative learning and mentoring
1
and any kind
of help that a developer an give to a user. All these kinds of ommunia-
tion among ommunity ators has been reognized as a fundamental value
in Agile teams and have been widely studied; in fat, as Bek asserted [7℄,
"What matters most in team software development is ommuniation".
7.1 Soial Network Analysis applied at OSS om-
munities
Soial Network Analysis (SNA) approah is here adopted to desribe the
ommunities analyzed in Chap. 5 in a quantitative manner, and to better
evaluate their ommuniational proesses.
As it is known by people involved in this researh, this is the rst time that
suh a quantitative analysis utilizing suh powerful mathematial tools is
applied to OS ommunities.
This researh fouses on onsidering the interation between developers and
users as a network, and uses the quantitative indiators proposed by Freeman
[58℄.
7.2 Analysing the Soial Networks onstituted by
Open Soure ommunities
To adopt Soial Network Analysis (SNA) approah data and results ob-
tained during previous study Chap. 5 were organized as follows:
• nodes are the mail senders, in other words eah ommunity member
who posted a message in a disussion thread
• links are established between two members partiipating in the same
thread.
In this researh, two nodes (ommunity members) are onneted if both
partiipated to the same thread at least one.
1
Every situation where a skilled person helps and supports a less experiened one
If a thread involved several members, the sub-network omposed by these
members is fully onneted.
7.3 Data analysis
The network built was analyzed extrating the three entrality measures
previously introdued Chap. 6:degree, betweenness and loseness indexes.
7.3.1 Degree index
The degree is the simplest measure of entrality, dening as most entral
those ators who have the largest number of ties to other ators in the net-
work [55℄. Freeman [58℄, reviewing previous related work, hose Nieminen's
denition for point degree [59℄:
CD(mi) =
∑
j
mij (7.1)
where m indiates the ommunity member, and mij = 1 if mi and mj
are onneted, 0 otherwise.
The group degree entralization [58℄ index is dened as follows:
CD =
∑g
i=1
[
CD(n
′
)− CD(ni)
]
(g − 1)(g − 2)
(7.2)
where CD(n
′
) is the largest point degree value and g is the number of
nodes in the network. This index equals 1 when one ator interats with all
other g− 1 ators, and they interat only with him; its minimum value is 0,
when all degree values are equal (the graph is regular).
Figure 7.1: Projets' degree distribution
Table 7.1: Mean degree and group degree entralization
Degree
Projet Nodes Mean Centralization
Arianne 95 0.077 0.656
Gaim 1185 0.008 0.402
Gallery 435 0.016 0.551
Geotools 301 0.031 0.431
Gimp-Print 587 0.008 0.658
Liq 572 0.011 0.407
MinGW 97 0.103 0.535
Miranda 156 0.083 0.341
Netatalk 701 0.006 0.174
The degree distribution in log-log sale (Fig. 7.1) shows a similar behavior
for all the analyzed projets. Very few entral members have a high degree,
while the vast majority exhibit quite a small number of diret onnetions;
this is a feature, as noted by Barabasi and Albert [60℄, ommon to all sale-
free networks. Table 7.1, whih lists the number of nodes of eah projet,
mean degree and group degree entralization, shows that some projets have
a low entralization index; these ommunities (in partiular Miranda and
Netatalk) do not have a entral member with a muh higher degree than the
other partiipants, but instead a ore group of people (the ommunity ore
members) who are more visible and exhange a larger number of messages.
This phenomenon an be also seen in Fig. 7.1, whih shows how distribution
of the above two projets dereases muh more slowly, while Gimp-Print,
whih has only one prominent member, has the most rapid deay. This
explains the substantial dierene in degree entralization.
7.3.2 Betweenness index
As Wasserman points out [55℄, not all ators are onneted to the net-
work ore, so using the node degrees the position of an ator risks to be
evaluated only with respet to the losest ties rather than to the ties as a
whole. The betweenness index overomes this obstale. Indeed, betweenness
is a measure whih takes into aount, as Freeman suggested, how often a
node lies along the shortest path (geodesi path) between two other nodes.
Under the hypothesis that two geodesis with the same length have the same
probability of being hosen, he dened [61℄ ator betweenness as:
CB(ni) =
∑
j<k
gjk(ni)
gjk
(7.3)
where gjk is the number of geodesis linking two ators j and k, and
gk(ni) is the number of geodesis linking those ators and inluding ator i.
In fat, the ratio
gk(ni)
gjk
(7.4)
is the probability that the node i falls in the path between the nodes j
and k. The group betweenness entralization [58℄ index is dened as follows:
CB = 2
∑g
i=1
[
CB(n
′
)− CB(ni)
]
(g − 1)2(g − 2)
(7.5)
where CB(n
′) is the largest point betweenness value.
Figure 7.2: Projets' betweenness distribution
Table 7.2: Mean betweenness and group betweenness entralization
Betweenness
Projet Nodes Mean Centralization
Arianne 95 1.11E-2 0.513
Gaim 1185 7.58E-4 0.196
Gallery 435 2.62E-3 0.456
Geotools 301 3.49E-3 0.214
Gimp-Print 587 1.28E-3 0.494
Liq 572 1.77E-3 0.287
MinGW 97 1.25E-2 0.263
Miranda 156 6.88E-3 0.122
Netatalk 701 3.16E-4 0.038
Betweenness, reported in Fig. 7.2, exhibits a behavior similar to degree
distribution, that is few members with a high index and uniformity of trend,
apart from those projets with low entralization. This is onrmed by the
mean betweenness and group betweenness entralization shown in Table 7.2.
7.3.3 Closeness index
The third index examined is loseness; as the name suggests, it measures
how lose a node is to all the other nodes in the network, being onneted
with the inverse geodesi distane. The measure hosen by Freeman in his
review is Sabidussi's index [62℄:
CC(ni) =


g∑
j=1
d(ni, nj)


−1
(7.6)
where d(ni, nj) is the number of lines in the geodesi linking ators i and
j, so the sum in the square brakets is the total distane between i and all
the other ators.
One problem of this index lies in the fat that isolated nodes (if the
graph is disonneted) have innite distane to the unreahable nodes, thus
the index will be zero. For this reason, we only onsidered non null loseness
values.
As far as graph entralization is onerned, Freeman group loseness
entralization [58℄ is:
CC =
∑g
i=1
[
C ′C(n
′
)−C ′C(ni)
]
(g − 1)2(g − 2)/2(g − 3)
(7.7)
where C ′C(n
′) is the largest point loseness value (the symbol <′> indi-
ates that it is a normalized index, irrespetive of network size).
Figure 7.3: Projets' loseness distribution
Table 7.3: Mean loseness and group loseness entralization
Closeness
Projet Nodes Mean Centralization
Arianne 95 0.467 0.716
Gaim 1185 0.400 0.554
Gallery 435 0.409 0.658
Geotools 301 0.423 0.515
Gimp-Print 587 0.455 0.837
Liq 572 0.387 0.567
MinGW 97 0.463 0.540
Miranda 156 0.447 0.383
Netatalk 701 0.417 0.447
The loseness distribution of the projets (Fig. 7.3) and loseness mean
and entralization (Table 7.3) show that, unlike the other two measures,
loseness values do not dier substantially from one projet to another. It
was not observed any low entralization, an indiation that, as far as lose-
ness is onerned, in general ore groups are not present. On the other hand,
there is always just one member who an reah the other ators via a muh
shorter path.
The narrow range of mean values onrms that, ompared to the other in-
dexes, loseness exhibits even less dierent behaviors aross the projets.
7.4 Open Soure Communities as Soial Networks
By identifying ators with a entral position, it was established the ex-
istene of elements haraterizing the networks orresponding to analyzed
ommunities. These ators, thanks to their partiular relevane and visi-
bility, are able to easily maintain ontats with the other members, as it is
shown in Fig. 7.4.
Figure 7.4: An example of ommuniation between developers and users
One of the reasons of their prominene is the fat that, in OS development
model, the ode is open so it is easy to keep under ontrol the whole devel-
opment proess and its progresses and improvements. This is a ommonly
adopted pratie in Agile methodologies; for example in XP it is known as
olletive ode ownership [7℄.
In pratie, in the studied projets, there is one developer, or a few devel-
opers, who monitors the mailing list and answers to the questions and the
issues raised by other users. A reply starts a thread that may nish there,
or ause other mails and replies by the same or other users. The developers
end to be onneted to many, or most other users, while these users are on-
neted among them only if they partiipate to the same thread.
This developers' leadership role is onrmed by what was nding on the
SNA indexes. Based on previous studies [63℄ [64℄ [61℄, it is possible to af-
rm that the degree of a point is an important indiator of ommuniation
ativity within a network. It is also useful for prediting group performane
(for example eieny, satisfation, speed). With information about the de-
gree it is also possible quantify the ativity onduted by eah ator and the
subsequent popularity. In fat it is pereived as "an index of potential om-
muniation ativity" [65℄. In this sense, degree an be viewed as an indiator
of oordination and authority within a group. The degree entralization is
highest when there is only one developer, and other users are seldom involved
in the thread started by a user. This is the ase of Arianne and Gimp-Print
projets.
Another aspet to be taken into aount is that if two members in a net-
work are not immediate neighbours, then ommuniation will depend on the
ators lying between them, so these nodes will exert some sort of ontrol
on ators that are not diretly onneted. Therefore it is possible to view
the betweenness index as a measure of atual and potential information ow
among members belonging to the same network [55℄.
The results suggest that the greater the betweenness, the greater the role
of hub onneting a large part of the network played by an ator. This is
the ase of developers who partiipate in many disussions and provide as-
sistane to numerous users.
Another meaning it is possible to assoiate with betweenness in analyzed
network is that this measure ould be an indiator of brokerage and inter-
mediation [65℄, as "betweenness of a point is measured by the extent to whih
the agent an play the part of a 'broker' or gatekeeper" [66℄.
A broker is an individual who ontrols most of the ommuniation ow
through the network, so betweenness is a good preditor for identifying lead-
ership. The entral member of a network usually emerges as leader and
oordinates network ativities, helps to solve problems, and failitates om-
muniation [67℄. This role of gatekeeper means that the entral ator (and in
some ases the ore members) ould also monitor all the nodes, redistribut-
ing information among members, indiating that betweenness is the most
useful index for assessing oordination.
In the presented results, the square of degree entralization is highly orre-
lated with betweenness entralization. This suggests that, in a network with
a few hubs like those studied, only one of these two indiators an be taken
into aount.
It has been demonstrated [67℄ that ators in a entral position often have an
inuene on less onneted (weak) nodes too. This behavior an be reog-
nized in every OS ommunity, beause information is shared by all members
at all levels, and even people oupying a peripheral position in the network
an aess the same amount of information.
Another researh [68℄ showed that leadership, oordination, onnetivity
with weak nodes and ease of ommuniation are determined by the same om-
munity dynamis. This study suggests that "there is a orrelation between
the attributes of soial networks, suh as density and betweenness entrality,
and group produtivity measures" in OS ommunities. This is onrmed by
the fat that the projets there were hosen for our researh are some of the
most suessful and mature in the free software world.
In all examined ommunities it was found that some members, with high
loseness, ommuniate utilizing short paths, improving, as Freeman armed
[58℄ [61℄, the pereption of leadership and group eieny. In fat, he started
from the assumption that the loseness of a point is determined by its inde-
pendene from the other points in a graph, enabling information to be sent
from one ator to another in a network in a short time (that is, with few
hops).
Beauhamp arrived at similar onlusions [69℄, nding this index helpful for
desribing the network of famous ators: onnetions via short paths faili-
tated interrelationships.
Like betweenness, the loseness index also takes into aount indiret ties, as
observed by Hossain [65℄, substantiating that the more entral is an ator,
the more rapidly he an ontat the other members. A ommunity leader
an quikly reah all the other members even if not diretly onneted to
them. All the studied projets exhibit a high loseness entralization value,
denoting that the ommunities are stritly tied, irrespetively of the number
of hubs.
Conlusion and further works
Conlusion
In latest years Open Soure ommunities have been one of the most stud-
ied phenomenon in software development ambit.
There is a huge amount of douments and researhes onerning it: surveys,
questionnaires, experimental studies...
This is also a multifaed phenomenon onerning dierent aspets, often
related among themselves as, for example, programming language, lines of
ode, bugs reporting, projet maturity.
Two of the most peuliar harateristis of OS ommunities are voluntary
partiipation and team disloation. In fat, members often partiipate at
dierent software development proesses at the same time, self organizing
and deiding how and when to work to eah projet.
At the same time people involved in OSS development are disloated all over
the world: they work, dream, live and eat in dierent moments of the day.
For these important reasons ommunities need an eient and well organized
system of oordination to better ommuniate.
There are a lot of very useful generi tools to do that: wiki, forum, instant
messaging, hat...
In partiular, in reent years OS ommunities have developed, or ustomized,
appropriate tools to improve the development proess: bug traking system,
SVN repository and mailing list. MLs, in fat, are the ommuniational
bonding agent of OS ommunities: eah projet has almost one. For this
work there were onsidered developers mailing lists beause they are the vir-
tual plae where developers and users are used to meet. In fat, the early
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researhes, at starting phase of this work, underlined the importane of om-
muniation both in dis-loated and OSS software development teams and the
spontaneous appearane on the eld of one, or two at least, partiipant(s)
playing key member role. A key member onnets the most skilled members
(developers, bug xers and managers), often standing for them, with other
members, sharing information and giving suggestion. So the researh was
moved to a larger sale in order to nd whether the same behaviour was
present in more ompliated and organized projets.
A perfet senario for this study was onstituted by SoureForge website, in
whih there are more than 74.000 OSS projets and all the tools neessary to
allow an eient software development proess. There were hosen DMLs
of the most ative and suessful projets and evaluated in two dierent
perspetives based on empirial metris (e-mails exhange, threads started,
link among partiipants) and quantitative metris (obtained thanks to SNA
approah).
The novelty of this study onsists in mathing empirial and quantitative
metris in order to obtain the same result: draw a detailed piture of OSS
ommuniational situation.
In fat, the soial network analysis of OS ommunities makes possible to
better desribe interations and ommuniation ow among members of de-
velopers MLs. It was found the SNA indexes used to desribe the networks
suited to individuate the most prominent ators in the ommunities. They
display leadership behaviors and play a major role in team oordination,
information management and sharing.
The syntheti indiators of network features, that is the degree, betweeness
and loseness entralization an be used to haraterize with a few parame-
ters a network, easing to disriminate among various possible strutures and
ows of ontrol. As it is known by people involved in this researh, this is the
rst time that suh analysis is applied to signiant ollaboration networks
using an empirial approah based on quantitative reords, so a omparison
with studies of the same kind annot be made.
Further works
This researh is arrying on with the inlusion in the analysis of some
of the most important Apahe Foundation projets. The aim is, by on-
sidering larger and more strutured ommunities and omparing them with
those analyzed in this work, to disover whether the same ommuniational
dynamis an be found in suh dierent projets.
The nal aim of this impressive and artiulated researh is to ompare met-
ris obtained utilizing SNA approah with proess metris (bug reports, new
versions and features releasing, projet maturity) in order to ompare data
related to ommuniation with all the other indexes onstituting an OSS
projet.
In fat, they dier greatly in size, maturity, spread, internal organization,
praties, roles... This will be a further step for the understanding and im-
provement of OS ommunities and their ommuniational proesses.
This goal is made easy also by feedbak of people partiipating at onferene
in whih this work was presented [56℄ [57℄ [70℄; it is also hoped for onferenes
in whih it is going to be presented [71℄ [72℄. In fat, during eah onfer-
ene partiipants showed interest and were very urious about this new and
harming studying approah to OS ommunities, and, surprisingly, almost
always a question was about what it was going to be done in the next re-
searh step.
This ould be interpreted like an empirial armation that software engi-
neers need to have more information about ommuniational proesses and
their role in OSS ommunities.
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